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Hospital products manufactures products used in the delivery of fluids and drugs such as IV 

solutions and administration equipment. Renal care sells a variety of products used during the 

treatment of kidney disease as the patient’s clinical and lifestyle needs evolve.

The company consists of four regional units that serve patients and clinicians in more than 90+ 

countries. Before this project, each of the four business regions used their own independent 

instance of the JD Edwards ERP software (JDE). There was also a global instance of the JDE 

implemented, however it was not the primary warehouse for vendor data. Vendor data was 

stored in the regional JDE instances and in a variety of peripheral systems, such as local plant 

ERPs, a global quality system, a Sunshine Act system, third-party systems, HR systems, 

inventorying and reporting systems, and in web apps. Storing vendor master data in so many 

separate systems without a single reference point resulted in inconsistent and duplicate vendor 

records.

Riversand has implemented a vendor master data management 

(VMDM) and data quality (DQ) solution for a leading healthcare 

provider that provides a broad portfolio of essential renal and 

hospital products. The company has an annual revenue of $10B+ 

and 60,000+ employees working to fulfil its mission “to save and 

sustain lives.” The company operates two global business units: 

Hospital products and renal care.
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Results

The duplicate and inconsistent vendor records that worked their way into the company’s data 

architecture hindered spend analytics, supplier negotiations, and ultimately increased 

procurement costs. To fix these issues, the company decided to implement a vendor master

data management (VMDM) and data quality (DQ) solution from Riversand Technologies. It 

first went live in the U.S and Canada and subsequently expanded to EMEA, Latin America, and 

Asia-Pacific. At each stage of the implementation, conflicting vendor records were identified 

and consolidated. Riversand implemented the Netrics Matching Engine to avoid duplicate 

suppliers in the future. Vendor addresses were enriched using a tool from Riversand address 

validation partner Trillium. Riversand then created a vendor portal to allow suppliers to access 

and update their own information. The solution was configured to include additional fields for 

certain countries to meet the company’s business needs. There are 40,000 active suppliers in the 

VMDM, and 300,000 inactive suppliers that can be activated as needed.

The implemented solution provided the company with better quality data, improved reporting, 

and increased spend visibility. VMDM became the single source of truth for all vendor master 

data. VMDM also became the single entry point for vendor records and now feeds that 

information to all the lower level systems.

With VMDM as the single entry point for vendor master data, a single set of comprehensive data 

governance policies ensures that all vendor master data remains consistently formatted and 

stored as it enters the system. 
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Riversand is an innovative leader in Master Data Management, powering industries from the world's 
largest to SMBs. Riversand's single integrated, scalable and robust multi-domain MDM platform caters 

as Vendor Portal, Spare Parts Management, Material Master, GDSN on-boarding, Media Assets 
Management, Print Publishing etc. Business value which Riversand provides include accelerated 
time-to-market, increased sales, improved order accuracy, reduced costs and enhanced customer 
service. Customer satisfaction is at the heart of Riversand's innovation. 
For more information, visit Riversand.com and follow @RiversandMDM on Twitter.

LEARN MORE

Previous data governance policies failed to meet this goal because each system had its own set, 

so while vendor data may have been consistent within one region’s JD Edwards instance, it was 

not consistent with that of the other three Riversand’s solution also streamlined the new vendor 

creation process. New vendor creation previously entailed significant manual entries into the 

multitude of systems that used vendor data. Now, the same task requires just one entry into 

VMDM, which then pushes the information down to lower level systems. In the same vein, 

updating existing records was once a tedious task, with large amounts manual re-entry which is 

now completed by simply changing the master data. Additionally, as soon as new suppliers are 

approved, they receive vendor portal login credentials, where they can modify relevant 

information on their own.
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